Team MMSG1 testing PFS

PFS Website Registration on http://169.236.118.126:8080/ParkingForSmarties

Weak
- No lost username or password button for retrieval (additional feature maybe)
- No back button after registration (should go back to login page in case, or maybe someone will want to re-register with a different phone number instead of having to reload the website)
- Needs more informative error messages
  - “One phone number allowed per user...” is used even if an new phone number is entered of junk is placed into the text-field

Minor
- No back button on view your reservation (should go back to previous site)
- Can reserve multiple reservations in one lot (should only be able to reserve one slot in the parking lot)
- View your reservations should display a list of reservations, not just the last reservation (this ties into reservation of multiples slots)

Severe
- Had to exit browser to re-register a user. (System was not being able to register new user, only after reloading the browser was I able to).
- Sometimes the system didn’t remember my username and password. (Had to re-register a new user, this maybe a problem with the cookies).
- Can register multiple users with same telephone number. (This should throw an error message if there are same phone numbers for multiple users).

Comments:
- Should have a remove user, function.
- Should use email for more info.
- Incorporate more phone features.
- Should terminate reservation.
- Should give a time and place for reservation. (More Info)

Good:
- Simple Intuitive
- Account holds across multiple OS's and Browsers (most of time)

PFS Google Android Phone Development

Comments:
- Program crashes when attempting to make a reservation (Severe)
- No login connected to server (Severe)
- Only 4 activities with backtracking (Minor)
- Text fields aren't connected to any back-end
- Concerned on how the front-end and the website differ. (Minor)
- No information on how to test front-end.